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Marliz Frencken (1955, The Netherlands)

The female, feminine or the gestalt of a woman is for over forty years a recurring theme within Marliz Frencken’s 
oeuvre. An oeuvre that consists of paintings, sculptures and installations, and moves in between photorealist, 
surrealist, and abstract interpretations of beauty, vulnerability, hysteria, and comfort. 
Frencken grew up with an ill mother, who wouldn’t get better, and died when the artist was only fourteen years old. 
This traumatic event plays an important role in Frencken’s art practice. Often the artist works in series over a period of 
a few months or years, whereby she analyses a form in debt through the use of colour, materials and technique. The 
late legendary Belgium curator Jan Hoet once wrote; “Frencken uses ‘over the top’ as an artistic principle in her work. 
Extreme are the flirty forms, the multitude of details, the diversity of meaning and the combination of all those things. 
The ambiguousness of her sculptures pushes Frencken’s work on the thin line between high art and kitsch. A line 
where she vividly balances on.”

Frencken has been educated as a fashion designer at the Art Academy in Arnhem (currently known as ArtEZ). 
Although it hasn’t always been easy for a female artist to find appreciation in the masculine art world of the ‘80’s and 
‘90’s, there has certainly been success for Frencken in the past. She was nominated for the Prix de Rome, and the royal 
award for painting; had a solo exhibition at Barbara Farber, a solo exhibition and international representation by the 
Rotterdam based avant-garde gallery Bébert, and later on she had exhibitions with the legendary Belgium curator Jan 
Hoet, and also Hannah Hagenaars and Jan Hein Sassen (Stedelijk Museum) were true advocates of her work. In the 
late 80’s and 90’s her work has been included in many collections, a.o. wihtin the Miami based Rubell Family 
Collection

Gareth Nyandoro (1982, Zimbabwe)

Gareth Nyandoro’s art practice is marked by the urban sphere of Harare, Zimbabwe. Within his work he alternates and 
combines three dimensional objects and two dimensional collages, by using a various pallet of found, on- hand 
materials and subjects, and ad hoc and traditional craft techniques, dubbed by himself as ‘Kucheka cheka’, which 
means ‘to cut’in Shona.

Recent solo exhibitions include Read All About It, Van Doren Waxter, New York (2018); Stall(s) of Fame, Palais de 
Tokyo, Paris (2017); Par Amour du Jeu, Magasins Généraux, Paris (2018); Drawing Africa on the Map, Quetzal Art 
Centre, Portugal (2018); Five Bhobh – Painting at the End of an Era, Zeitz MOCAA, Cape Town (2018); 
Kaleidoscope, Modern Art Oxford (2016). Nyandoro won the FT/ Oppenheimer Funds Emerging Voices award in 
2016 and was a resident at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam, in 2014-2015. His work has been 
acquired by the MOMA, New York in 2018.

Austin Eddy (1986, USA)
Through the tools of abstraction and other historical painting languages, Austin Eddy breaks down qualitative aspects 
of painting and question the validity of “seriousness”. From his singular and personal experience, he deconstructs and 
synthesizes information, creating a hybridized personal painting vernacular.  His process produces semi 
representational works that convey emotions and energies of situations and individuals.

Eddy earned a BFA from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2009. Exhibiting internationally, he had many solo 
exhibitions and participated in group shows a.o., including The Urban Institute of Contemporary Art, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan; Museum Of Contemporary Art, Atlanta, Georgia; The New Hampshire Institute of Art, Manchester, New 
Hampshire; Adams And Ollman, Portland, Oregon. 

Althuis Hofland Fine Arts opened its doors in 2018, and is a merge between former galleries Jeanine Hofland 
Contemporary Art and Ornis A. gallery. The gallery also works with Duncan Hannah, Waldemar Zimbelmann, 
Hannah Perry, Jan Knap, Tahmina Negmat, Tanja Ritterbex, Rumiko Hagiwara, Jasper Hagenaar, Bart Kok, Jan 
Pleitner, Julius Hofmann, and Marion Verboom.


